Support Vector machine Markov processes and finite automata these methods can be broadly classified into iterative and Noniterative approaches. There is a tradeoff between these two Groups of approaches; iterative methods achieve better accuracy, but at the cost of increased time complexity. For this, we developed our own character recognition technique, which is based on the disciplines of both artificial neural networks and mechanics. 
Existing System
In order to segment the characters in the binary license plate image the method named peak-to-valley is used. The methods first segments the picture in digit images getting the two bounds of the each digit segment according to the statistical parameter DIGIT_WIDTH = 18 and MIN_AREA = 250. For that purpose, it uses a recursive function which uses the graph of the sums of the columns in the LP binary image. Otherwise, if the bandwidth is good, the two bounds of the signal with this bandwidth are taken as a digit segment, and the function is recursively called for the part of the image which is at the right side of the digit segment just found. This is done until the whole width of the picture has been passed over [1, 2] .Once this segmentation has finished, the method keeps in the result only segment for which the area of the smallest rectangle containing them is more than MIN_AREA; then, it keeps only the seven segments in the result with largest area, and in case less than seven segments were found, it attempts to recall the whole method, after making the separation between the already found segments clearer (by cleaning the bits which are there) [3, 4, 5] .License plates have always clear signature which corresponds to strong white level variations at somehow "regular" intervals. Due to noises, the variations are not always ideal and our algorithm permits to repair those variations. The method proved to be very accurate.In some rare cases, digit may be cut or two digit may appear in the same segment; this is especially the case when the image is blurred due to motion or when the contrast of the LP is very poor.Given the digit image obtained at the precedent step, this digit is compared to digits images in a dataset, and using the well-known Neural Network method, after interpolations, approximations and decisions algorithm, the OCR machine outputs the closest digit in the dataset to the digit image which was entered. As known, neural network is a function from vector to vector, and consists of an interpolation to a desired function [6, 7, 8] . Matlab provides very easyto-use tools for Neural Networks which permits to concentrate on the digit images dataset only.
As known, in order for an OCR application based on the Neural Network technique to be operational, its dataset must be as large as possible and include a large variety of cases. It appeared that most of the cases in which our program fails are due to the neural network dataset which includes only 238 digits. In future works, it is crucial to enlarge the neural network dataset, because it is expected to improve dramatically the whole program accuracy [9, 10] . 
Optimal threshold value method
Lung parenchyma images segmentation was based primarily on that the CT density of lung parenchyma was lower, while the pleura surrounding bone, soft tissue, mediastinum and others" were higher. The automatic segmentation process in this article includes global threshold binarization, extract the boundary to remove the background of the trunk, threshold binarization after get rid of the background, lung parenchyma extraction, and lung area repair and so on. This can make the repairing of lung parenchyma boundary more accurately. The detail of the algorithm is as follows.
Global threshold binarization
Lower CT values of lung tissue with the surrounding tissue higher CT value formed a relatively sharp contrast, so as to higher CT value of the surrounding tissue and lower CT valueof background regions. Therefore, in this article, we use the optimal threshold value method for each site CT images to automatically generate optimal threshold value. The basic stepsof the method are as follows: are met (the iterative difference of T is less than the scheduled parameters). Set Tn is the threshold obtained by calculates, Ts is the final threshold we used. For the main purpose of our next step is preparing to extract the boundary of trunk, while the pixel value of outside region of trunk is lower, so in order to ensure it will be separated correctly, we lower the thresholdappropriately:
Ts= Tn-T(a fixed value set in advance) III.
MORPHOLOGICAL PROCESS
Dilation and Erosion
From these two Minkowski operations we define the fundamental mathematical morphology operations dilation and erosion. These two operations are illustrated in Figure 2 (a) for the objects defined in Figure 2(b) .. Dilation-Take each binary object pixel (with value "1") and set all background pixels (with value "0") that are C-connected to that object pixel to the value "1".
Erosion -Take each binary object pixel (with value "1") that is C-connected to a background pixel and set the object pixel value to "0". The opening operation can separate objects that are connected in a binary image. The closing operation can fill in small holes. Both operations generate a certain amount of smoothing on an object contour given a "smooth" structuring element. The openingsmoothes from the inside of the object contour and the closingsmoothes from the outside of the object contour.
Connected Component Analysis.
The output of the change detection module is the binary image that contains only two labels, i.e., "0" and "255", representing as "background" and "foreground" pixels respectively, with M.Anto Bennet, B.Thamilvalluvan, Priyanka Paree A phones, D.R.Thendralarasi and K.Sujithra
Performance and analysis of automatic license plate localization and recognition from video sequences 337 some noise. The goal of the connected component analysis is to detect the large sized connected foreground region or object. This is one of the important operations in motion detection. The pixels that are collectively connected can be clustered into changing or moving objects by analyzing their connectivity.In binary image analysis, the object is extracted using the connected component labelling operation, which consist of assigning a unique label to each maximally connected Foreground region of pixels. One of the important labelling approaches is "classical sequential labelling algorithm" . It is based on two raster scan of binary image. The first scan performs the temporary labelling to each foreground region pixels by checking their connectivity of the scanned image. When a foreground pixel with two or more than two foreground neighbouring pixels carrying the same label is found, the labels associated with those pixels are registered as being equivalent. That means these regions are from the same object. The handling of equivalent labels and merging thereafter is the most complex task.
Local Region Descriptors
The Labelled objects within a sign are applied to measure its characteristics which are useful to recognize a sign with stored templates. The following features are extracted,Area, Orientation, Height, width, Eccentricity, Major axis Length, Minor axis length, perimeter and Equivalent diameter
K-NEAREST NEIGHBOUR:
In pattern recogniton, the k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN) is a method for classifying objects based on closest training examples in the feature space. k-NN is a type of instance-based learning, or lazy learning where the function is only approximated locally and all computation is deferred until classification. The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is amongst the simplest of all machine learning algorithms: an object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors, with the object being assigned to the class most common amongst its k nearest neighbors (k is a positive integer, typically small). If k = 1, then the object is simply assigned to the class of its nearest neighbor.The same method can be used for regression, by simply assigning the property value for the object to be the average of the values of itsk nearest neighbors. It can be useful to weight the contributions of the neighbors, so that the nearer neighbors contribute more to the average than 
Algorithm Description:
If we want to tune the value of 'k' and/or perform feature selection, n-fold cross-validation can be used on the training dataset. The testing phase for a new instance"t", given a known set 'I' is as follows: 
